Grant Analytics Solutions

Federal agencies can use our grant analytics solutions to unlock the power of their data.

From planning to closeout, our grant analytics give you better control over your grant programs and produce evidence-based results. Program managers, grant officials, and executives can unlock, organize, and integrate data stored away in grant systems, data warehouses, and spreadsheets; gain new insights into grant, programmatic, financial, and performance data; and maximize funding impacts.

Grant analytics empower decision-makers at each phase of the grant management lifecycle to:

1. **Focus Funding**
   Use exploratory and predictive evidence-based analyses to determine how to administer and execute grants, and to inform policy and legislation.

2. **Speed Disbursement**
   Use filters and status monitors to quickly get funds distributed to the people who need them. Our economical Software as a Service (SaaS) tool is ready to be launched immediately to reduce costs, help you make better decisions, and leave you with more satisfied customers.

3. **Enable Evidence-Based Planning**
   Drill down into project financials to create compelling visuals, gain cross-organizational visibility, and contribute to future planning.

4. **Improve Compliance**
   Establish metrics and create reports to demonstrate that legislative mandates and program objectives are met; predict or quickly notify if the grantee does not meet them.

5. **Track Performance**
   Create and view customizable charts, graphs, and dashboards to rapidly determine if funding is being used effectively, manage risks, and assure program integrity.
YOUR GRANTS MAKE MONEY MATTER.

REI HELPS YOU MAXIMIZE THEIR IMPACT.

Grant Management is at Our Core

REI has supported Federal grant programs for over 20 years. We have built and currently operate grant systems that disburse $20B every year. Our performance management and grant experts understand the distinct business challenges, drivers, and desired outcomes of complex grant programs. We model grant data infrastructures and tailor analytic solutions to meet unique grant reporting, tracking, and legislative requirements including FISMA, FedRamp, and Section 508.

Agency Success Story

The U.S. Dept. of Health and Human Services (HHS) Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) used our grant analytics to increase visibility and ownership across the organization.

HRSA users can now monitor, analyze, drilldown, and access workflows, then take actions based on Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) such as Change in Scope (CIS), Program Analysis and Recommendation (PAR), and Employee Satisfaction. Several offices achieved 100% performance against KPI goals. REI’s grant analytics solution provided insight into:

- 9 different data sources
- 15 KPIs
- Drilldowns to 40 different organizational metrics and 11 organizational views
- 350 users with 8 different roles
- More than 5 years of history for 1,100+ health centers

About REI Systems

REI Systems, Inc. (REI) delivers reliable, effective, and innovative solutions by partnering with its customers to address complex business challenges. We deliver web-based technologies supporting open source, data analytics and presentation, and full life-cycle case management solutions in the areas of open government, decision and data analytics, grants management, performance management, and cloud implementation. Nearly every Federal agency uses REI’s dashboards and analytical tools today. Twenty-six agencies share goals on Performance.gov; 41 agencies support USA Spending.gov, and 184 agencies offer over 105,000 datasets on Data.gov — all developed and implemented by REI. REI’s over 500 employees efficiently develop, rapidly deliver, and repeatedly empower our government partners to realize the full benefits of our proven data dashboard and analytic solutions.
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